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INTRODUCTION

Adverse drug events (ADEs), as an important cause of morbid-

ity and mortality, have been one of the most critical issues in 
healthcare, leading to high health and financial costs.1-5 ADE 
is defined as “any injury resulting from medical intervention 
related to a drug”6 and, according to the Food and Drug Admin-
istration, it can arise with “any use of the drug and with any 
route of administration, formulation, or dose, including an 
overdose.”7 While ADEs refer to an injury that occurs during 
treatment with medications but do not necessarily have a 
causal relationship with the treatment, adverse drug reactions 
(ADRs), as a subset of ADEs, include only injury that occurs 
with an appropriate use of medication.8,9 According to Na-
tional Center for Health Statistics, drug-related admissions to 
hospitals are significantly increasing and ADEs are one of the 
key reasons for admission to hospital.10-13 The costs of ADEs, 
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Purpose: Adverse drug events (ADEs) are associated with high health and financial costs and have increased as more elderly pa-
tients treated with multiple medications emerge in an aging society. It has thus become challenging for physicians to identify drugs 
causing adverse events. This study proposes a novel approach that can improve clinical decision making with recommendations 
on ADE causative drugs based on patient information, drug information, and previous ADE cases.
Materials and Methods: We introduce a personalized and learning approach for detecting drugs with a specific adverse event, 
where recommendations tailored to each patient are generated using data mining techniques. Recommendations could be im-
proved by learning the associations of patients and ADEs as more ADE cases are accumulated through iterations. After consulting 
the system-generated recommendations, a physician can alter prescriptions accordingly and report feedback, enabling the sys-
tem to evolve with actual causal relationships.
Results: A prototype system is developed using ADE cases reported over 1.5 years and recommendations obtained from decision 
tree analysis are validated by physicians. Two representative cases demonstrate that the personalized recommendations could 
contribute to more prompt and accurate responses to ADEs.  
Conclusion: The current system where the information of individual drugs exists but is not organized in such a way that facilitates 
the extraction of relevant information together can be complemented with the proposed approach to enhance the treatment of pa-
tients with ADEs. Our illustrative results show the promise of the proposed system and further studies are expected to validate its 
performance with quantitative measures.
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therefore, represent a considerable burden in overall medical 
expenses.5,14,15

However, it has been proven that many ADEs were prevent-
able because they were predictable from the known pharma-
cology of the drugs and their interactions. Some studies show 
that preventable ADEs were caused mostly by errors at the or-
dering and administration stages.6,16 Healthcare providers has 
accordingly attempted to use computerized information sys-
tems designed to detect errors in time to prevent ADEs, which 
can ultimately reduce the soaring cost of healthcare.17-21 For 
example, retrospective medical chart reviews, voluntary inci-
dent reporting, and prospective ADE surveillance have been 
used as a method for identifying ADEs but they are known to 
be expensive and time-consuming. 

To overcome these problems, computerized methods based 
on electronic health record data are developed, which allow 
for prospective detection and prompt interventions. In partic-
ular, many efforts are made to generate ADE detection rules 
using data mining techniques.22,23 Although the accuracy or 
efficacy of the detection rules is difficult to validate in general, 
most studies demonstrate their outperformance over tradi-
tional voluntary reporting or manual chart review.24  With the 
increase in digital medical data and recent technological ad-
vances, healthcare providers try to extract insights from avail-
able healthcare big data, which can be one example of evi-
dence-based medicine.25 To preemptively predict ADEs, recent 
work has started to use data from multiple sources to identify 
signals of potential adverse events, including electronic health 
records and narrative documents posted on social media site 
or medical message boards.26-28

Although earlier work has been focused on the detection 
and prediction of ADEs using various computerized methods, 
a few research has been conducted to identify the most likely 
culprit drugs causing an adverse event. In an aging society, 
there are more elderly patients who tend to take more drugs at 
the same time and also over longer periods,3,4 expecting that 
patients treated with multiple medications are more likely to 
suffer an ADE. Thus, it becomes challenging for physicians to 
identify the potential drugs that can cause an adverse event 
among the drugs that a patient is already taking. 

This study addresses this problem by proposing a personal-
ized and learning approach that can improve the treatment of 
patients who already suffer from ADEs. In other words, the fo-
cus of this study is on helping clinical decisions of physicians 
by recommending ADE causative drugs based on healthcare 
big data, mostly in situations where patient prescriptions 
should be altered to relieve adverse events. The novelty of the 
proposed approach comes from the fact that causative drugs 
are recommended to enhance clinical decision to adverse 
events. The recommendations are personalized to each patient 
and evolve over time based on historical ADEs and outcome 
data as well as patient information. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS
 
We first explored the current issues and challenges present in 
National Health Insurance Service (NHIS) Ilsan Hospital. When 
a patient is presented with general side effects, such as nausea 
and vomiting, after taking their medication, it is not easy for 
physicians to immediately identify culprit drugs involved in 
adverse events, especially in polypharmacy. In the current sys-
tem, physicians can find a list of drugs that the patient is current-
ly taking on one screen but more detailed information for each 
drug appears on a separate page. Therefore, it is not possible for 
physicians to read through all the pages and select drugs caus-
ing a particular symptom in a short period of time. Further-
more, the problem is exacerbated if the patient is taking multi-
ple drugs that present with the same side effect symptom(s). 

To solve this problem, we proposed a new system that can 
provide recommendations on the most likely ADE culprit drugs 
to facilitate more prompt and effective clinical decisions. The 
system-generated recommendations are personalized for 
each patient by using three different categories of data -patient 
information, drug information, and ADE reports. Then, using 
data mining techniques, the patterns of ADEs were discovered 
for each group of patients with similar demographics and 
medical records, and the most likely culprit drugs were recom-
mended for each group. More importantly, the proposed sys-
tem is designed to evolve using an iterative learning approach 
where more ADE cases and physicians’ feedback, i.e., causali-
ty assessment between the recommended drug and adverse 
events, can be used for better recommendations. 

The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Re-
view Board of the authors’ institution (NHIMC 2015-04-026).

Overview of the proposed approach
The data we require to generate recommendations includes 
patient data that is based on electronic medical records, gen-
eral drug information obtained from pharmaceutical R&D 
data, and historical ADE data reported by hospital staffs. The 
ADE database is built by integrating all the data, and data 
mining technique is applied to identify and recommend the 
most likely culprit drugs causing a particular patient’s ADEs. 
While any recommendation techniques used in e-commerce 
applications can also be applied, a decision tree model, as an 
example, has been chosen and tested.29-31 The recommenda-
tions are then accessed by physicians, and their feedback on 
the actual causal relationships between the recommended 
drug and adverse events is also stored in the ADE database, 
which will be used for subsequent recommendations. An 
overview of the proposed approach is described in Fig. 1.

We developed a prototype system using open source pro-
grams including Apache web server, Mysql database, and PHP 
programs. To generate recommendations, RapidMiner is used 
as a data mining tool.32 Two representative cases are illustrated 
to demonstrate how this proposed approach can overcome 
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the pitfalls of current systems in one hospital setting. Although 
further research is needed for validation, we believe this work 
could provide a direction to help the healthcare industry to 
solve the ADE-related problems by enabling more prompt and 
efficient clinical decision to the ADEs. 

Data sources and descriptive statistics
We collected the data from the following three sources. First, 
patient information was obtained from Electronic Medical 
Record/Order Communication System (EMR/OCS) in the 
NHIS Ilsan Hospital in Korea. By considering the information 
of each patient, e.g., in terms of gender, age, patient type (out-
patient, inpatient, and emergency), medical department, treat-
ment date, medical order (name of drug, drug code, dose, etc.), 
different drugs can be recommended as the most likely caus-
ative drugs. Sample patients for testing the proposed system 
were chosen among 16 patients treated at 23 departments 
from January to June 2015. 

Second, general drug information was obtained from First-
DIS Ltd., the Drug Information Research Institute at Sook-
myung Women’s University (http://www.firstdis.co.kr, Seoul, 
Korea). The collected drug information was being used by the 
NHIS Ilsan Hospital but the information of each drug appeared 
on a separate page in the current system. Moreover, it has be-
come even more difficult to retrieve relevant information since 
a patient takes multiple drugs and a drug can have multiple 
side effects. In addition to patient information, frequency and 
severity of an adverse event were used in determining the pos-
sibility of each candidate drug as being the cause of an adverse 
event. 

Lastly, we used historical data on ADEs at the chosen hos-
pital. The NHIS Ilsan Hospital tracks ADEs by hospital staffs. 
The seriousness and the causality between an adverse event 
and the drug whose prescription was altered to relieve the ad-

verse event were used in ranking the candidate drugs and de-
termining the most likely causative drugs. We collected 1147 
observations reported between January 2014 and June 2015. 
Initially, the ADE cases that were manually reported by staffs 
are used to create rules. However, with the proposed approach, 
ADE cases can be automatically stored into the ADE database 
without the aid of staffs. Furthermore, physicians provide their 
prescription change and feedback on its outcome, which are 
also directly stored in the database. Details on the three types of 
data used for the proposed system are summarized in Table 1. 

We next present the descriptive statistics for the ADE reports 
in Tables 2 and 3. We had more female patients than male pa-
tients, and the majority of the patients were above 40 years of 
age. Most patients were from the departments of general sur-
gery and orthopedics. The 5 most frequently found drugs and 
side effects are listed. Sixteen percent of the ADEs were attrib-
utable to Tramadol HCI and nausea was the most frequently 
occurring ADE, appearing in 22% of cases. Note that the sam-
ple data does not necessarily present all the ADE cases in the 
chosen hospital and the rules used to generate recommenda-
tions would be different with different sets of data. This work is 
geared to show the promise of the proposed approach with 
exemplar cases. 

Application of recommendation techniques
Among the various data mining techniques, we applied a de-
cision tree model to find the recommendations for each pa-
tient. The reason we chose the decision tree model is that the 
output of a decision tree can be easily interpreted as rules, and 
any assumptions on the data are not required. The rule with the 
highest confidence is taken to treat adverse events, which ex-
plains why a particular drug can be the cause of the chosen 
adverse events. Furthermore, physician feedback on the sys-
tem-generated recommendations, i.e., causality assessment, 

ADE database

Raw data

Recommender system

Feedback loop

Patient Info

Gender, age, medication 
histories, etc.

Inputs: symptom, patient no
Outputs: the most likely drugs with ADEs

Physicians’ decision making

Outcomes from physicians’ treatment to ADEs

Drug Info

Drug name, side effect severity, 
frequency, etc.

Data mining techniques

ADEs reports

Symptom, start date, causality, 
etc.

Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed approach. ADEs, adverse drug events.
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was periodically stored into the ADE database, allowing the up-
dating of the decision model. Therefore, the model was able 
to evolve over time as more ADE cases were accumulated, 
along with causality information assessed by physicians. This 
personalized and iterative learning approach helped develop 
a more accurate decision tree model with newly added ADE 
cases, which could eventually improve the performance of rec-
ommendations. In addition to the decision tree model, other 
data mining techniques can be used for recommendations 
and, furthermore, several techniques can be combined to im-
prove the output. For example, as more patient data is collect-
ed, we can use a clustering method to divide patients into a 
number of groups and then a decision tree can be constructed 
for each group. In this way, patients within the same group are 
likely to have similar but more accurate recommendations, as 
a result enhancing the performance of the system. 

RESULTS

Development of a prototype system in one hospital 
setting
As described in Fig. 2, we built an ADE database from the 

Table 1. Three Types of Data–Description and Source

Type of data Description Source

Patient information
Patient no., gender, age, patient type (outpatient, emergency, inpatient), department, treatment date, 
  medication order (name of drug, drug code, dose, etc.)

EMR/OCS 

Drug information
Drug code, drug name, side effect name, frequency (below 1%, 1–5%, above 5%), severity (severe-life 
  threatening, less severe, non-life threatening)

FirstDIS

Historical ADEs data
Patient no., drug code, side effect name, seriousness (serious, not serious), causality (certain 100%, 
  probable/likely 75%, possible 50%, unlikely 25%)

ADEs reports

ADEs, adverse drug events; EMR, Electronic Medical Record; OCS, Order Communication System.

Table 2. Patient Variables

Frequency %
Gender

Female   722   62.9
Male   425   37.1
Total 1147 100.0

Age
≤20     53     4.6
21–40   213   18.6
41–60   465   40.5
≥61   416   36.3
Total 1147 100.0

Medical department (Top 5)
General surgery   172   15.0
Orthopedics   168   14.6
Neurosurgery   116   10.1
Gastroenterology   101     8.8
Comprehensive medical testing center     80     7.0

Table 3. Drugs and Adverse Events in Our Dataset (Top 5)

Frequency %
Drug name

Tramadol HCI 184 16.0
Tridol   87   7.6
Iomeron   53   4.6
Paramacet   51   4.4
Acupan   40   3.5

Adverse event
Nausea 253 22.1
Nausea-vomiting 167 14.6
Dizziness   97   8.5
Rash, urticaria, pruritus   71   6.2
Urticaria   67   5.8

above-mentioned three data sources, and then a prototype 
system with a general flow. When a patient presented with a 
particular ADE, a physician could enter information such as 
patient number (coded), name of symptom, and the date when 
the patient started feeling the symptom. A list of drugs taken 
by the patient at the date of symptom commencement was 
then extracted from the ADE database, and the most likely 
culprit drugs were recommended based on previous ADE re-
ports. Physicians were asked to make a clinical decision re-
garding the symptom by choosing a drug, which may or may 
not be the most highly ranked in a list of recommendations, 
and by changing the prescription of the chosen drug (e.g., re-
duction of dosage or discontinuation). More importantly, the 
physician would assess the causality between the chosen drug 
and the ADE after a reasonable time period has elapsed, and 
record the outcome in the database, which could then be used 
for future recommendations. Following WHO-Uppsala Moni-
toring Center criteria, causality assessment of ADEs is catego-
rized into four classes: certain, probable, possible, unlikely.33,34

We now illustrate two cases to show how the proposed sys-
tem works to recommend ADE causative drugs for each pa-
tient and how the recommendations can be used in supporting 
a physician’s clinical decision making. In the two cases, the 
most highly recommended drug was validated as a key cause 
by several physicians. 
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Exemplar cases and evaluations

Case 1: male, 73-year-old, department of neurosurgery, 
vomiting, not serious, from 2015-03-09
This case features a 73-year-old male patient from the depart-
ment of neurosurgery who experienced vomiting after taking 
medication on March 9, 2015. A physician could use the pro-
posed system for this patient following the four steps outlined 
in Fig. 3. The six drugs amongst the list of drugs that the pa-
tient was taking on the symptom start date, were found to be 
related to vomiting according to the database. Among the six 
drugs, Tramadol HCI was the most highly ranked according 
to the decision tree model, and thus would have been recom-
mended as the main culprit drug. In addition to the name of 
candidate drugs/substances, the system displayed more in-
formation on the drug such as the frequency and severity of 
the symptom. The physician could have chosen any drug from 
the list of recommendations based on past treatments and 
medications on the particular patient. In this case, the physi-
cian would have accepted the recommendation, and hence 
entered a prescription change for the selected drug in step 3. 
Finally, the physician would have reported the outcome of the 
prescription change a few days later, i.e., assessment of the 
causality between vomiting and Tramadol HCI as probable/
likely (50%). This result would have been stored and used later 
for patients with symptoms and demographics similar to the 
ones of this patient.

Fig. 4 presents the decision tree and the rules that were used 
to provide the recommendations. This shows how the six drugs 
were ranked as listed in step 2 (Fig. 3), more specifically why 
Tramadol HCI was recommended as the most likely cause of 
an adverse event. According to the decision tree, medical de-

partment was the most important factor to identify ADE caus-
ative drugs. If we consider the case of the patients from the de-
partment of neurosurgery, there were only two patients in the 
same group as the patient of case 1 (i.e., age between 71 and 80 
and gender=male) due to a limited dataset. While not enough 
data are available, the highlighted rule clearly shows that a pa-
tient similar to both of them may also have had vomiting after 
taking Tramadol HCI with 100% confidence. 

Case 2: female, 30-year-old, department of surgery, dizziness, 
not serious, from 2015-04-18
This case features a 30-year-old female patient from the de-
partment of surgery who experienced dizziness after taking 
medication on April 18, 2015. Similar to the case 1, a physician 
could have used the proposed system for this patient follow-
ing the previously outlined four steps. In this case, Pethidine 
HCI was recommended by the system as the drug that may be 
the source of dizziness side effect. Fig. 5 shows the rules applied 
to generate the recommendation in this case, as well as the 
recommendation itself. This permits the physician fully under-
stand the details of the recommendation process.

DISCUSSION

In the current system, the information of individual drugs ex-
ists, however, is not organized in such a way where relevant 
information can be collated and extracted together. The sys-
tem can be complemented with the personalized and learn-
ing approach proposed in this work to enhance the treatment 
of patients with ADEs. The applications of data mining tech-
niques with patient information, drug information, and ADE 
reports would be able to tailor treatment recommendations for 
each patient. The performance of recommendations would 
improve by learning from more cases and the feedback of phy-
sicians. 

As a future work, the proposed system can be extended with 
external healthcare data such as social media postings, fo-
rums, and Internet blogs, and it would also be interesting to 
see how the system can be applied to mobile applications. In 
addition, while the proposed approach works well when there 
are many patients with similar demographics, medical history, 
and symptoms because more data allows for a more accurate 
model, we can extend it to manage rare adverse events with 
additional data. For example, ARD Probability Scale (Naranjo 
Scale)35 can be used as an additional attribute in creating a 
model where the drug with the highest score is more likely to 
be recommended. However, it may be considered intrusive to 
ask physicians to answer the questionnaire to gain Naranjo 
Scale for each drug, especially when a patient is treated with 
multiple medications. Thus, it is also important to find a bal-
ance between intrusiveness and rich information. It would be 
interesting to find less intrusive but effective methods for rare 

- Patient no., symptom name, start date

- Apply data mining to find the most likely culprit drugs for this particular 
patient

- Rank the drugs by their possibility measures

- Choose drug(s) among the recommendations
- Enter the change of medication for the chosen drug(s)

- Check if the symptom is relieved after the medication change
- Assess the extent of reaction and the causality of the chosen drug with the 

symptom

1. Enter patient no. and symptom name

2. Find recommendation on culprit drugs

3. Make a clinical decision making

4. Enter outcomes of the changed medication

Fig. 2. Overall flow of the proposed system.
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[Step 1] Enter patient no., symptom name, start date

[Step 2] Select  the most highly ranked drug among the recommendations with “Vomitting”

[Step 3] Enter any change(s) in medication of the selected drug

[Step 4] Assess the causality between the selected drug and an adverse event
Fig. 3. Overall flow of the proposed system for case 1 (Steps 1–4).
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Fig. 5. Explanations on how recommendations are generated (Case 2).

Fig. 4. Decision tree and rules generated from RapidMiner (Case 1).

cases, which we leave as a future work. Furthermore, some sym-
ptoms can be caused by a certain disease itself, rather than by 
a drug taken for treatment. Thus, the current system can be 
augmented with patients’ clinical information such as diagno-
sis, and surgical history, which we expect to help distinguish 
ADEs from disease symptoms. The effects of the additional 
information will be elucidated in further studies. 

While two representative cases demonstrate the potential 
for the proposed approach in helping clinical decision mak-
ing, this study should be interpreted in light of several short-
comings. First, the recommendations were obtained by apply-
ing a decision tree model, however, any data mining technique 
can be used to generate a recommendation. The effectiveness 
of different data mining techniques should be examined and 
compared. Second, our data is limited to only a few types of ad-
verse events since the ADE cases were collected from a small 
subset of departments in the hospital. To ensure the robust-

ness of the proposed approach, more diverse cases need to be 
analyzed. The proposed system is designed to collect ADE 
cases from all departments across the hospital, and different 
rules can be created for the patients from different depart-
ments, showing the potential and extensibility of the system. 
Finally, the proposed approach in this study was evaluated 
with only two cases. Further studies are therefore needed to 
assess the direct effect of the system on treatment outcomes 
using quantitative performance metrics. Despite these limita-
tions, we believe that our study provides valuable implications 
for the importance of the incorporation of patient and drug 
information in clinical decision making. 
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